Why Pluralsight?

• 2M+ learners
• Trusted by over 20,000 organizations and approximately 70% of Fortune 500 companies
• Expert network of 1500+ authors
• Rated a 2022 Leader in Technical Skills Development by G2
• 93% of customers reported realizing ROI within 6-12 months

Product overview

Pluralsight is an enterprise technology skills platform that delivers a unified, end-to-end learning experience for businesses across the globe. Through a subscription service, companies are empowered to move at the speed of technology, increasing proficiency, innovation and efficiency.

With Pluralsight’s technology skills platform, you can align your technology strategy to a skills strategy that moves you forward faster.

Product features

The clarity you need to lead

• Index the skills of your entire organization with Skill IQ
• Upskill employees into modern tech roles with Role IQ
• Build fluid teams that meet objectives with advanced analytics

The skills to move faster

• Learn from our network of 1,500+ authorities on cloud, microservices, machine learning, security, Agile and more
• Develop and apply skills faster with personalized recommendations from Iris
• Overcome roadblocks quickly by using Q&A to harness your organization’s expertise
• Accelerate your skills strategy with the help of our powerful Professional Services

Succeed ahead of schedule

• Become more reliable, adaptable, scalable and secure
• Speed up release cycles
• Cut costs and improve efficiency

Data Points

295% ROI with <6 months payback period

$11.3M In savings from faster product development
How it works

Pluralsight provides members with on-demand access to a digital ecosystem of learning tools, including Pluralsight IQ, directed learning paths, expert-authored courses, interactive labs, and analytics.

What sets Pluralsight Skills apart?

- **Personalized experiences, targeting strengths and gaps:** Skill IQ and Role IQ personalize the learning experience to every learner’s strengths and gaps, enabling you to reduce the time to skill up, track progress and target upskilling to specific business needs and initiatives.

- **Learn, practice and apply:**
  We provide the most effective paths for skilling up with over 900 safe, provisioned labs and sandboxes where learners can get hands-on practice, experiment and build confidence in their ability to apply what they’ve learned.

- **Actionable skill insights:**
  Leaders have access to assessment-backed skill analytics that provide objective data on the proficiency of their organization, so you can align the right talent to the most strategic projects.

- **Blended learning solutions:**
  Powered by our world-class network of experts, we blend asynchronous, self-paced courses with virtual and in-person instructor-led training, creating skill development experiences that appeal to every learning style and meet learners where they are.
What our customers are saying

"This really has changed the game; in terms of the way we view the delivery of technology and how we can work with our business users to try these ideas and then move forward."

-Terry Learmouth, Nomura, EMEA CIO

Create a structured approach for developing tech skills

Without a clear roadmap, you could lose 75% of your investment in skill development. We’re here to help you clear a path to developing the skills necessary to execute your IT strategy.

Solution available in AWS Marketplace